ANTHONY SANDMAN
Creature Type: Wraith
NOTES:
– Servitor of VOJISLAV. Has the ability to shape and manipulate
the dreams of others. Generally affable and cultured fellow.
Claims “Vojislav Giovanni is the worst boss anyone can ever
conceive of having,” and generally hates ROBERTO.
– Appears, when visible, to be a man in his early 30s, with
longish dark hair tied in a small “euro-trash” type pony tail.
He wears a suit and is afflicted with what appears to be
stigmata.
– While I only have a very nebulous idea of how ghosts operate, he
seems to be “fettered” to an old photograph of the cast of a
community theater production of The Glass Menagerie in a small
show house in [OOC: Out of state address]. Or at least he sleeps
near it. In the play, Anthony was Jim O' Conner.

HOSHIMI
Creature Type: Kuei-jin
NOTES:
– Emissary from new Jersey to New York. Also apparently skilled in
the arts of astrology.
– He warned that an attack against the Sabbat would go awry on
03/03/2006. EVANS, uncharacteristically, took his advice and
called it off.
– He then failed to correctly predict a second attack two weeks
later.

ROBERTO
Creature Type: Wraith
NOTES:
– Servitor of VOJISLAV. I don't know much about what he can do,
save that he's apparently made noxious flowers manifest around
Simon and spew venom at people.
– Appears, when visible, to be an unkempt young man in his mid
twenties. His hair is wild and he seems to be covered in burn
marks and bizarre patterns. He swears compulsively and seems
somewhat out of touch with reality.
– He claims that the body SIMON and I have is “just a double”
although I get the impression that this is an exaggeration.

SMITH, DEVON
Creature
Type:
characteristics

Mortal,

although

he

possesses

supernatural

NOTES:
– Homeless man. Randomly warned ADAM JONES that his interferene in
the stock market was unappreciated.
– Seems to be part of some sort of Gaia cult (called Bone Gnawers)
located in Central Park. Showed a surprising amount of knowledge
regarding Kindred (whom he calls leeches). Claimed to be
defending the Earth
– Interrogated and eventually released.

TSUKAMORI
Creature Type: Kuei-jin
NOTES:
– One of the Mandarins of the Thrice Plowed Courts of New Jersey.
– The Malkavian LENNY is one of his retainers. He describes
Tsukamori as a very cold emotionless man.

